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Conductance Quantization in Bismuth Nanowires at 4 K
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Conductance experiments on Bi nanowires at 4 K, obtained with a scanning tunneling microscope
are presented. The conductance of these Bi nanocontacts, formed between two Bi electrodes, exhib
plateaus at quantized values ofG0  2e2yh, remaining basically constant during electrode separations
of about 50 nm. This is the first time that such plateaus have been observed in semimetal
The histogram of conductance values, constructed with thousands of consecutive contact breaka
conductance experiments, exhibits clear peaks atG0 and2G0. [S0031-9007(97)03366-8]

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 73.23.Ps
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Conductance quantization (CQ) in metallic nanowires
room temperature (RT) has been experimentally achie
recently; fabricating these nanocontacts by bringing
gether and separating two metallic electrodes. These
periments have been performed using scanning tunne
microscopy (STM) techniques [1,2], by simply getting tw
macroscopic wires in and out of contact with tablet
experiments [3], and using the mechanically controlla
break junction (MCBJ) technique [4]. The observed co
ductance plateaus (at aboutG0  2e2yh, whereeandh are
the electrons charge and Planck’s constant, respectiv
last between 0.05 and 0.4 nm electrode separations
for metals like Au, Ag, Cu, Na, etc., of the order of th
Fermi wavelengthslF  0.5 nmd or the atom size in these
metals. The same results are observed for gold nanow
at 4 K, and up to seven quantum conductance peaks
well resolved in the conductance histogram [5]. In ord
to clarify the current understanding of the phenomen
of CQ, measurements in semimetals are very attract
Previous experiments in antimony have failed to obse
CQ plateaus using the MCBJ technique at low tempe
ture [4]. Furthermore, the existence of subquantum c
ductance plateaus was interpreted [4] as evidence o
conductance determined by atomic rearrangements, bu
conductance histogram was presented. While CQ can
observed at RT for metals with Fermi energies of 6 eV,
semimetals this value is tens of meVslF , 10 30 nmd,
and CQ can be observed only at low temperatures, like
GaAs devices [6].

In this Letter we present the first experimental ev
dence of CQ in Bi at 4 K, exhibiting conductance platea
that last about 20–100 nm electrodes separation, dem
strating that quantization may not be due to atomic re
rangements but to the existence of well defined quant
states localized at the constriction formed between t
Bi electrodes:EF , 25 meV and carrier concentration
,4 3 1017 eycm3 [7,8]. This leads within the parabolic
effective mass approximation tolF , 26 nm and an ef-
fective mass of,0.07m0, wherem0 is the electron rest
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mass. In addition, we present conductance histogra
with no sample selection showing peaks at integer val
of G0, and, current-voltage characteristics (I-V curves) that
exhibit quantum breaks in the conductance at certain v
age values. TheseI-V curves are quite different than thos
observed for metals [5].

The experiments are performed in a homemade low te
perature STM. This unit is placed inside a dipstick, wor
ing at a low He gas pressure environment. The dipstic
evacuated and filled with He gas several times before p
ing it inside the liquid helium bath. Two freshly cleave
pieces of high purity (99.99%) polycrystalline Bi elec
trodes are placed in the tip and sample positions, fr
now on referred to as the “tip” and the “sample.” Th
tip is mounted in a quartered piezotube that allows mo
ment in the vertical (Z, up to 1.4 mm with 280 V) and
horizontalX-Y , up to 8 mm with 280 V) directions. A
low potential difference is applied to the sample, typ
cally few tens of mV. While the sample is fixed, the t
is driven in and out of contact with the sample, feedi
a triangular wave to the piezoelectricZ electrodes. The
electrodes’ approach-separation speed can be modifie
changing the amplitude and/or frequency of this sign
The current is measured with a current-voltage (I-V ) con-
verter, working at105 gains100 mVymAd, with 1 ms rise-
time and3 ms settling time. The excursions in and ou
of contact result in current excursions from the saturat
value of theI-V converter (about 12 V corresponding t
120 mA) to zero. The current signal is measured w
a LeCroy 9354AM digital oscilloscope, with 500 MH
bandwidth and2 3 109ys sampling rate. The data acqu
sition is triggered properly to build, in real time, condu
tance histograms with all the measured conductance cu
which correspond to consecutive contact breakage cur
decays. The raw histogram can be filtered slightly or c
rected in order to avoid problems due to the nonideal d
ferential linearity (NIDL) of the digital oscilloscope [5,9]
Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of this experimen
procedure.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup use
measure the conductance of Bi nanowires at 4 K. The S
unit is placed inside a dipstick working under a low press
of He gas. A Bi tip is crushed repeatedly onto a Bi surfa
driving the tip piezo with a triangular signal. The conductan
is measured at the last stages of the contact breakage pro
The conductance histogram is built with all the measured cur
and is displayed in real time.

In Figs. 2(a)–2(c) we display selected current dec
(conductance in the vertical right axis) during the Bi t
retraction at 4 K. The tip separation speed is17 mmys.
The lower horizontal axis shows the time lapsed from
trigger point, and the upper one displays this time mu
plied by the electrode speed, i.e., the separation dista
between electrodes measured from the trigger point.
data present remarkable conductance plateaus at aboG0

and2G0 sG0  2e2yh , 77.5 mS , 1y12 907 Vd. No-
tice the steps duration. In the case of metals, the len
of these plateaus is typically between 0.05 and 0.4 nm
Fermi wavelength,lF , is about 0.5 nm) under the sam
experimental conditions [1–3,5,9]. As shown in Fig.
for Bi these steps durations range between 20 and 100
also of the order of the electronlF in Bi, about 26 nm. The
conductance plateaus can be explained in terms of the c
section change needed in order to introduce or rem
electronic quantum levels in the constriction. This cro
section change should be of the order oflF , requiring elon-
gations of that order of magnitude. It should be mention
that this kind of evolution, in which long conductanc
steps are present, is not always observed when brea
the contact between Bi electrodes. However, when
conductance starts exhibiting this clear stepped behavio
does it quite reproducibly, with the conductance plate
quite close to integer values ofG0, as demonstrated b
the histogram shown below. Disorder can account
the deviations of the measured conductance from inte
multiples of 2e2yh [10] that correspond to a perfectl
ordered nanowire. It is also possible that, due to the lar
number of atoms involved in the contact, these semime
nanocontacts are more sensible to disorder [10] than t
metallic counterparts. In this view, the shape of the con
and the detailed atomic configurations will be much mo
critical parameters in order to observe CQ. Neverthele
some of the observed plateaus are perfectly horizontal
the ones shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c).
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FIG. 2. (a)–(c) Conductance decay curves when a Bi
crushes into and separates from a Bi surface at17 mmys, with
an applied bias of 90.4 mV. The upper horizontal axis displa
the corresponding electrode separation (time lapsed from
trigger point multiplied by electrode speed). Notice the larg
conductance step durations, 20–100 nm.

It has been suggested [4,11] that quantized conducta
is simply a consequence of atomic rearrangements,
cause subquantum conductance plateaus are observe
antimony [4], and force jumps occur simultaneously wi
conductance jumps in gold at RT [11]. The nanowire d
formation mechanism [12] has to be considered, but, wh
it is clear that the atoms in the contact have to rearrange
order to change the contact cross section, that does not
essarily imply that this cross section changes abruptly,
pecially from the electrons’ point of view since they mov
much faster than atoms. The measured force jumps
attributed in [11] to abrupt atomic rearrangements (abru
section changes), although this hypothesis has not b
verified. The force jumps might be very well due to th
4991
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conductance jumps themselves, due to squared root
gularities of the density of states every time that a n
mode enters or exits the constriction [13], and the abr
atomic rearrangements have not been observed. The
periments presented here were carried out to check the
pothesis that conductance jumps occur only when there
abrupt atomic rearrangements. The data presented
suggest that under certain conditions this is not the ca
because it is difficult to imagine that there are no atom
rearrangements when the tip is pulled 20–100 nm. R
member that for Au the force jumps where observed
intervals of,0.2 nm [11].

Figure 3 displays conductance histograms built w
1736 and 3004 consecutive conductance curves.
raw data are corrected for the nonideal differential line
ity of the oscilloscope [9]. As observed, there are tw
clear conductance peaks at aboutG0 and 2G0, and some
structure at about3G0 and 4G0. Although the statistics
average out some information, these histograms are ex
imental evidence of a large number of curves with platea
at integer values of the quantum of conductance,G0. In
addition, we have performed the same experiment at ro
temperature, and the conductance histograms, built wi
few thousand curves, are flat.

The current dependence on the bias voltage (I-V charac-
teristic) can be measured during a contact breakage. In
experiment, the tip is retracted very slowly while swee
ing the bias fast, in such a way that during one bias
cle the nanowire is quite close to a static situation. Th
selectedI-V curves during one contact breakage are d
played in Fig. 4. The observedI-V curves are quite differ-
ent than those for metallic nanocontacts like Au [5] und
the same conditions. A linear dependence plus a smo
varying nonlinear part is found for gold at RT [5]. O
the otherhand, Bi exhibits rather smooth slope transitio
at low conductance values, as shown in Fig. 4. TwoI-V

FIG. 3. Conductance histogram for Bi nanowires at 4 K bu
with 1736 and 3004 consecutive curves. The applied b
between tip and sample is 90.4 mV; the tip speed is1.4 mmys.
The raw data are corrected for the nonideal differential linea
(NIDL) of the oscilloscope [9].
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curves at high (,10G0 and19G0) conducting channels are
shown, demonstrating a good linearity n the applied b
range. After further retracting the tip a position is reach
where the conductance is zero at low bias; however,
increasing the voltage (partA in the graph) the conductance
suddenly increases again (B). When the bias decrease
(C) the conductance goes again to zero, with marked slo
transitions. Notice also a similar behavior in the positiv
part of theI-V curves denoted byD-E-F-G. We believe
that this anomalous behavior might be due to the addit
or removal of conducting channels due to the appli
bias. Working at hundreds of mV bias, several times t
Fermi energy, the electron energy in the nanocontact co
not be the Fermi energy anymore. This energy wou
be provided by the huge electric field at the constrictio
On increasing or decreasing the bias, the electron ene
and its wavelength would be modified, and depending
the size of the nanowire, the number of modes that c
contribute to the transport.

Linear conductance quantization using the Landau
[14] approach is easy to justify [15] and calculations pr
dicted conductance quantization [16]. However, a nonl
ear theory for the conductance is not a settled issue. Th
have been predictions [17] of the development of a ne
step of half quantumse2yhd as the voltage is increased, an
experimental work by Patelet al. [18] claims agreement
with Glazman. However, there has also been criticis
[19] based on numerical calculations for the conductan
when eV¿ Ef . This is quite a complicated problem, an
the solution depends on whether adiabatic transport ta
place or not and how the behavior of the electron dens
in the high field region is created at the constriction. Po
sible scenarios are as follows: (i) Electrons accommod
in the constriction to the high fields, due to the applie
bias voltage. In this case the relevant wavelength is t
of the electrons at eV. (ii) The field produces band ben
ing for a constriction narrower thanlF and redefines the
electron density at the constriction. (iii) The Fermi energ
of Bi (rhombohedral structure with two atoms in the un
cell) depends on subtleties in the L point of the band stru
ture in the bulk [7,8]. Perhaps when Bi is under stre
and, defining a narrow wire, the Fermi energy is modifie
a new gas density exists at the constriction with a rede
nition of the effective mass [7,8]. Nevertheless, althou
there are stresses in the constriction, it should be m
tioned that the section is of the order of 50 nm, muc
larger than that for metals [1–5]. (iv) The conductio
is not totally ballistic and electrons travel ballisticall
from one bulk Bi reservoir to the constriction, accommo
dating in it, and then from the constriction gas into th
other reservoir. This phenomena also produces CQ [2

In conclusion, we have presented conductance exp
ments on Bi nanowires at 4 K. The conductance curv
exhibit marked plateaus mostly at integer values of2e2yh,
as demonstrated by the histogram, and lasting about 50
electrode separation. TheI-V characteristics present con
ductance breaks at half and/or integer quantum valu
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FIG. 4. I-V characteristic curves of Bi nanocontacts at 4 K. The tip is slowly retracted while sweeping the bias. Notice th
low conductance values there are marked conductance transitions. The applied bias evolution is indicated by the lettersA to G in
the low conductanceI-V curve. Notice that initially the conductance is zero (A) but after a sharp increase in the conductance (B)
the conductance decreases with marked transitions (C) back to zero. This behavior is observed again in the positive branch of
I-V curve,D-E-F-G.
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This kind of behavior has not been observed in simil
experiments with Au electrodes [5]. The data seem
indicate that the addition or removal of electronic stat
to the constriction can occur both when the size
the nanowire changes at constant bias or when the b
changes at constant size; i.e., the applied bias might p
the role of a gate voltage.
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